Cloud Enablement

Flexible Solutions for
Strategic Cloud Transformation
To drive long term sustainable growth and achieve Operational Excellence, successful
companies must continually apply improvements to their infrastructure. Genzeon’s Cloud
Solution offerings increase value by guiding organizations to move legacy applications to the
cloud. Partnering with Genzeon will ensure a seamless transition, enhance the end-to-end
cloud experience, and leverage cloud platform investments to keep your data secure.

INSIGHTS

70% of Companies

Host more than half of their workloads in the cloud

Cloud Computing #1
In-demand hard skill, according to LinkedIn

Up to 30%
Of companies’ cloud spend are wasted
due to lack of full cloud strategy

Challenge

Offerings

Companies need guidance on
how to streamline access to realtime information, innovate faster,
provide consumers 24/7 access
to their data, and ensure data
is secure with a reliable backup
system in place.

Genzeon delivers an entire lifecycle of cloud adoption and innovation.
360° approach for meaningful, sustainable growth
Strategy and Advisory Services
Implementation and Operations

Solution

Strategic Cloud Architecture

Effectively become Cloud-ready
with Genzeon. Our team of experts
will fast-track your cloud journey
by applying a comprehensive
strategy to prepare and address
data accessibility needs and allow
virtually endless scalability.

Unified and Secure Platform Migration
Cloud Governance and Data Management
Microsoft Integration/Azure Managed Services

Business Gets Better on the Cloud
Benefits
Switching to Cloud

•
•
•
•
•
•

Increased Data Security
Decreased Data Storage Costs
Scalability and Flexibility
Speed/Real time updates
Improved Collaboration
Integrated and Efficient
Customer Care

Using Genzeon

• Operational excellence from
design to continuous integration
performance

• Minimal disruption to ensure
application, data, infrastructure,
and performance are optimized
and reliable

Genzeon brings your digital transformation
initiatives to life.
Accessibility is a key differentiator in the modern workplace, and
cloud enablement across industries has opened the doors to business
connectivity. Companies strive to create an infinite intelligent space on
public, private, or hybrid cloud, that promotes a sustainable work culture.
Genzeon provides scalable computing power using cloud enablement
tools. Reduced overhead and physical infrastructure, better security, and a
full cloud strategy all lead to a high value return on your investment.
A strongly planned and well executed strategy will improve connectivity,
accessibility, and data visibility and lift Genzeon Cloud Solution customers
to an enterprise-class platform.

Genzeon’s Cloud Enablement
With Genzeon’s innovative work in cloud enablement, our clients are
entitled to the full cloud potential.

• Security for end to end
protection of applications
and data

Genzeon’s
Cloud Enablement

• Scalable cloud governance
with the Genzeon Cloud Center
of Excellence

• Single provider for holistic
cloud services

• Microsoft certified partner
with Azure as the preferred
public cloud for enterprises

Streamlined
Operations
Automated singular
platform, where the
entire workforce, across
multiple locations can
seamlessly collaborate.

Non-Disruptive
Migration
Ensure planned, stage by
stage migration will not
impact your existing
business operations.

Minimize
Overhead
Cost-efficient and
sustainable digital
workplace that
decreases infrastructure
overhead and expenses.

Contact Us

About Genzeon Corporation

1-855-GENZEON (1-855-436-9366)
sales@genzeon.com

A leading provider of cloud and
managed services, intelligent
automation, and compliance technology
solutions for healthcare and retail clients.

genzeon.com

